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LOCALLY IMPLICIT DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN TIME
DOMAIN METHOD FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
PROPAGATION IN DISPERSIVE MEDIA APPLIED TO
NUMERICAL DOSIMETRY IN BIOLOGICAL TISSUES
STE´PHANE DESCOMBES∗† , STE´PHANE LANTERI† , AND LUDOVIC MOYA†
Abstract. We are concerned here with the numerical simulation of electromagnetic wave prop-
agation in biological media. Because of their water content, these media are dispersive i.e. their
electromagnetic material characteristics depend of the frequency. In the time-domain, this translates
in a time dependency of these parameters that can be taken into account through an additional
(auxiliary) differential equation for, e.g, the electric polarization, which is coupled to the system of
Maxwell’s equations. From the application point of view, the problems at hand most often involve
irregularly shaped structures corresponding to biological tissues. Modeling realistically the interfaces
between tissues is particularly important if one is interested in evaluating accurately the impact of
field discontinuities at these interfaces. In this paper, we propose and study a locally implicit discon-
tinuous Galerkin time-domain method formulated on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh for solving
the resulting system of differential equations in the case of Debye-type media. Three-dimensional
numerical simulations are presented concerning the exposure of head tissues to a localized source
radiation.
Key words. time-domain Maxwell’s equations, dispersive media, Debye, discontinuous Galerkin
method, locally implicit scheme.
AMS subject classifications. 35Q61, 65L20
1. Introduction. This article is concerned with the numerical simulation of
electromagnetic wave propagation in dispersive media. These are materials in which
either or both of the electromagnetic material parameters ε and µ are functions of
frequency. Note that the conductivity σ may also be a function of frequency, but
its effect can be incorporated in the complex permittivity. In reality, all materi-
als have frequency-dependent ε and µ, but many materials can be approximated as
frequency-independent over a frequency band of interest, simplifying their analysis
and simulation. Here, we will focus on the much more common case of frequency-
dependent permittivity. A lot of practical electromagnetic wave propagation problems
involve such propagation media, such as those involving the interaction of an electro-
magnetic wave with biological tissues. The numerical modeling of the propagation
of electromagnetic waves through human tissues is at the heart of many biomedi-
cal applications such as the microwave imaging of cancer tumors or the treatment
of the latter by hyperthermia. For example, microwave imaging for breast cancer
detection is expected to be safe for the patient and has the potential to detect very
small cancerous tumors in the breast [11, 26, 37]. Beside, the definition of microwave-
based hyperthermia as an immunotherapy strategy for cancer can also be cited [5, 23].
The electroporation technique can also be an application, which consists of applying
nanopulses to the tissues, enabling only intracellular membranes to be affected, and
then opening the route to therapeutic strategies such as electrochemotherapy or gene
transfer [33, 44, 39, 40, 42]. Because for all these biomedical applications experi-
mental modeling is almost impossible, computer simulation is the approach of choice
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for understanding the underlying physical phenomena. In order to do so, one needs
accurate and efficient numerical modeling techniques, able to deal with the complex
issues characterizing the associated propagation problems.
Numerical simulation of wave propagation in dispersive media started in early
1990’s in the framework of Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) methods, for
details and references see e.g. [20] or [41]. Finite Element Time Domain (FETD)
methods were not explored until 2001 [21] and Discontinuous Galerkin Time Domain
(DGTD) methods for solving Maxwell’s equations in dispersive media have been con-
sidered more recently. DGTD methods share almost all the advantages of FETD
methods (large spectrum of applications, complex geometries, etc) and FVTD meth-
ods (ability to capture discontinuous solutions). The DGTD method has other nice
properties which explain the renewed interest it gains in various domains in scien-
tific computing as witnessed by books or special issues of journals dedicated to this
method [2, 4, 6, 15]. Concerning Maxwell’s equations in the non-dispersive case,
DGTD discretizations have been introduced in [3] and [16], Concerning the disper-
sive case, in [30, 29], a DGTD method, which uses piecewise high-order polynomials
for spatial discretization and a Runge-Kutta method for time integration, is derived
for linear dispersive media of Debye type, the treatment of the dispersive character
relying on an Auxiliary Differential Equation (ADE) approach. Numerical results
for two-dimensional problems are given and no proof of convergence is provided.
In [18, 19], a priori error estimates are proved for the second-order formulation of
Maxwell’s equations coupled to dispersive models discretized by an interior penalty
DGTD formulation. Some two-dimensional numerical tests are included for support-
ing the analysis. In [45], different dispersive media are treated, considering a locally
divergence-free DG method. The scheme is written and studied in its semi-discretized
version, while the fully discrete scheme is described but not analyzed. Finally, in [27],
which deals with the Debye model, the same DG method than the one considered in
the present article is used with a second-order leap-frog scheme for time integration.
Stability estimates are derived through energy conservation and convergence is proved
for both the semi-discrete and the fully discrete scheme. A two-dimensional artificial
numerical problem is presented to validate the theoretical findings. All these studies
rely on fully explicit or fully implicit time schemes. Here we propose and analyze a
DG method coupled with an efficient time integration method for dealing with grid
induced stiffness when using non-uniform (locally refined) meshes and use these meth-
ods to study the interaction of electromagnetic waves with biological tissues. Stability
and convergence analysis of the resulting scheme are studied, and three-dimensional
problems are presented.This scheme belongs to the class of implicit-explicit (IMEX)
scheme providing a single time step for stability, independent of the fine grid. Other
methods also exist based on explicit local time-stepping techniques (see [9, 38, 13]
and [14] specially for Maxwell’s equations), which consist to use smaller time steps,
given by a local stability criterion, precisely where the smallest elements are located to
overcome the bottleneck caused by local mesh refinement in explicit time integrators.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the formulation of Maxwell’s
equations for Debye dispersive media. The Debye model is most often used to model
electromagnetic wave interactions with water-based substances, such as biological
materials. In particular, biological tissues are well represented by multi-pole Debye
models. The dispersive character will be taken into account via an ADE which relates
the electric polarization to the electric field. In Section 3 Maxwell’s equations in
dispersive media are discretized according to a DG formulation and we adapt the
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locally implicit time integration method from [43] with the additional ADE, The
stability of the resulting locally implicit DGTD method is analyzed via an energy
approach that provides a rigorous stability criterion. We also state a convergence
result to prove that the locally implicit DGTD method for Maxwell’s equations in
dispersive media is second-order accurate. Finally, in section 4, we present some
numerical results for three-dimensional problems.
2. The continous problem : Maxwell’s equations in dispersive media.
In this section we recall the initial and boundary value problem used to model the
propagation of an electromagnetic wave in a dispersive medium. The physical be-
haviour of the medium is assumed to be described by the Debye model modeled by a
combination of the first order Maxwell’s equations and an ADE representation.
First, we recall Maxwell’s equations which govern the electric field ~E and the
magnetic field ~H in matter. Let Ω be a bounded smooth convex domain, let T > 0,
Maxwell’s equations in [0, T ] are given by
∂ ~B
∂t
= −curl
(
~E
)
,
∂ ~D
∂t
= curl
(
~H
)
− ~Jc − ~Js,
div
(
~B
)
= 0,
div
(
~D
)
= 0,
(2.1)
where ~B and ~D are the magnetic and electric flux densities, ~Jc represents the con-
duction current density and ~Js a given source current density. Introducing σ, the
conductivity, Ohm’s law governs the definition of the conduction current density, i.e.
~Jc = σ ~E. Moreover, we will assume that ~Js = 0. Finally we will consider dielectric
media for which magnetic effects are negligible. Introducing µ0 the magnetic permit-
tivity in vacuum, this yields the relation ~B = µ0 ~H. For linear dispersive materials,
the constitutive relationship between the electric flux density and electric field pha-
sors, valid at each frequency ω and at each point in space ~x, can be expressed in terms
of ε0, the electric permittivity in vacuum, and εr the complex relative permittivity,
by the following relation
~̂D (~x, ω) = ε0εr (~x, ω) ~̂E (~x, ω) (2.2)
where ~̂D and ~̂E denote the Fourier transform of ~D and ~E. Introducing ~̂P the electric
polarization phasor, χ̂e the frequency-domain electric susceptibility of the material
and ε∞ the infinite frequency relative permittivity, equation (2.2) is often written as
~̂D (~x, ω) = ε0ε∞(~x) ~̂E (~x, ω) + ~̂P (~x, ω) ,
= ε0ε∞(~x) ~̂E (~x, ω) + ε0χ̂e (~x, ω) ~̂E (~x, ω) ,
(2.3)
The use of a frequency-dependent electric permittivity is linked to the fact that the
electric flux density ~D in a dielectric resulting from an applied alternating electric
field ~E has a different phase with respect to ~E. This behavior is due to the inertia
of the polarization ~P which, when frequency becomes high enough, cannot follow the
rapid variations of the field, giving rise to a relaxation (i.e., a momentary delay or
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lag) of the permittivity. Due to the product of two frequency-dependent quantities
in (2.3), the time-domain equivalent is given by the following convolution integral
~D (~x, t) = ε0ε∞(~x) ~E (~x, t) + ~P (~x, t) ,
= ε0ε∞(~x) ~E (~x, t) + ε0
∫ t
0
~E (~x, t− s)χe (~x, s) ds.
(2.4)
In order to avoid the direct numerical treatment of the convolution integral in (2.4),
approaches based on a recursive calculation of the convolution integral (Recursive
Convolution Method - RCM) on one hand, and on the integration of an auxiliary
differential equation (ADE) on the other hand, have been developed for implement-
ing (2.4), see e.g. [32, 31, 25] and [24, 22], respectively. In this article we assume
that the medium is a single-pole Debye type dispersive medium and concentrate on
the ADE technique. Debye media are characterized by a complex valued, frequency-
domain susceptibility function χ̂e (ω) that has one or more real poles at separate
frequencies. For a single-pole Debye medium, using the notation j =
√−1, we have
χ̂e (ω) =
εs − ε∞
1 + jωτ
=
∆ε
1 + jωτ
,
with εs, called the static relative permittivity, the permittivity at zero frequency
(εs > ε∞) and τ the Debye relaxation time constant, characteristic of the material.
With this particular functional form of the susceptibility and (2.3) we obtain
~̂P (~x, ω) = ε0
∆ε
1 + jωτ
~̂E (~x, ω) ,
and finally by inverse Fourier transformation
~P + τ
∂ ~P
∂t
= ε0 (εs − ε∞) ~E. (2.5)
We can now state Maxwell’s equations in a Debye dispersive medium. We infer
from (2.1) and (2.5) that the magnetic field ~H, the electric field ~E and the electric
polarization ~P satisfy the following system of equations in [0, T ]
µ0
∂ ~H
∂t
= −curl
(
~E
)
,
ε0ε∞
∂ ~E
∂t
= curl
(
~H
)
− ε0 (εs − ε∞)
τ
~E − σ ~E + 1
τ
~P ,
∂ ~P
∂t
=
ε0 (εs − ε∞)
τ
~E − 1
τ
~P .
(2.6)
The boundary conditions are usually of the following type: we introduce the decom-
position ∂Ω = Γm ∪ Γa of the boundary of Ω on which we impose ~n×
~E = 0 on Γm,
~n× ~E −
√
µ
ε
~n×
(
~H × ~n
)
= ~n× ~Einc −
√
µ
ε
~n×
(
~Hinc × ~n
)
on Γa,
where ~n denotes the unit outward normal to ∂Ω and
(
~Einc, ~Hinc
)
is a given incident
field. The first boundary condition is called metallic (referring to a perfectly con-
ductive surface) while the second one is called absorbing and takes the form of the
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Silver-Mu¨ller condition which is a first order approximation of the exact absorbing
boundary condition.
To simplify the presentation in the rest of the paper, we assume that Γa = ∅.
However, we note that the analysis carried on in the following can be easily extended
to the more general setting that includes both a metallic and an absorbing boundary
condition.
Remark 2.1. One can prove that if the fields are initially divergence free, then
the fields are divergence free at any time, see [28]. That is why we do not need to
consider the third and fourth equations of (2.1) in the system (2.6).
The question of the existence and uniqueness of solutions of system (2.6) has been
studied in [27]. Let us introduce H (curl,Ω) the classical subspace of L2 (Ω) fields with
curl in L2 (Ω) and H0 (curl,Ω) the classical subspace of H (curl,Ω) fields with zero
tangential trace. Let us define H0 (Ω) =
[
H (curl,Ω)
]3× [H0 (curl,Ω) ]3× [L2 (Ω) ]3,
it is proven in [27] that if we assume that
(
~H0, ~E0, ~P0
)
belongs to H then system (2.6)
has a unique weak solution belonging to C ([0, T ] ,H0 (Ω)). From now on, we consider
a normalized form of Maxwell’s equations (2.6). We introduce the normalized space,
time variables and physical fields through the relations
~˜x = ~x, t˜ = c0 t, τ˜ = c0 τ, σ˜ = Z0 σ,
~˜E = ~E, ~˜H = Z0 ~H and ~˜P = ~P/ε0,
where c0 = 1/
√
ε0µ0 is the speed of light in vacuum and Z0 =
√
µ0/ε0 is the free
space intrinsic impedance. For convenience of presentation we omit in the sequel the
“∼” notation except for τ˜ to avoid any ambiguity since τ will denote an element of a
mesh, and we denote the relative magnetic permeability, µr, by µ and use the notation
∆ε = εs − ε∞. We can now write Maxwell’s equations as
µ
∂ ~H
∂t
= −curl( ~E),
ε∞
∂ ~E
∂t
= curl
(
~H
)− ∆ε
τ˜
~E − σ ~E + 1
τ˜
~P ,
∂ ~P
∂t
=
∆ε
τ˜
~E − 1
τ˜
~P .
(2.7)
3. Locally implicit DGTD method for Maxwell’s equations in disper-
sive media. In this section Maxwell’s equations (2.7) are discretized in space accord-
ing to a DG formulation then we adapt the locally implicit time integration method
from [12] with the additional ADE and analyze its stability, via an energy approach
which provides a rigorous stability criterion.
3.1. Semi-discretization in space by the DG method. As in [27] we write
the semi-discrete system of (2.7) using a DG method formulated on simplicial meshes
following the approach of [12]. From now on we assume that Ω is a bounded convex
polygonal domain, let Ωh be a partition of Ω into a set of Nh tetrahedra τi of size
hi with boundary ∂τi. We assume that this mesh is shape regular. By convention h
denotes the maximum diameter of the (non-uniform) grid elements. An internal face
is denoted by aik = τi ∩ τk, for i 6= k and ~nik is the unitary normal vector oriented
from τi to τk. For the boundary interface, the index k corresponds to a fictitious
element outside the domain. We denote by νi the set of indices of the elements which
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have a common interface with τi with the following decomposition νi = ν
i
i ∪ νmi , with
νii = {k ∈ νi : aik is an internal interface} and νmi = {k ∈ νi : aik ∈ Γm}. As with
a finite element method for the given partition Ωh we seek approximate electric and
magnetic fields and electric polarization
(
~Eh, ~Hh, ~Ph
)
of
(
~E, ~H, ~P
)
solution of (2.7)
in a subspace Vh. We introduce Ppi(τi) the space of polynomial functions of degree
at most pi inside the element τi and define the following finite dimensional subspace
Vh =
{
~v = (v1, v2, v3)
T ∈ [L2(Ω)]3 , vk τi ∈ Ppi(τi), ∀k, ∀τi ∈ Ωh} .
Following again the DG approach introduced in [27], inside each finite element τi,
the local electric, magnetic fields and electric polarization ( ~Eh τi ,
~Hh τi ,
~Ph τi) =
( ~Ei, ~Hi ~Pi) are expressed as linear combination of linearly independent basis vector
Φil, 1 ≤ l ≤ 3di,
~Ei(~x, t) =
3di∑
l=1
Eil(t)Φil(~x), ~Hi(~x, t) =
3di∑
l=1
Hil(t)Φil(~x),
~Pi(~x, t) =
3di∑
l=1
Pil(t)Φil(~x), (3.1)
where di denotes the local number of degrees of freedom associated to the interpolation
degree pi in τi, i.e. di = (pi + 1) (pi + 2) (pi + 3) /6 and Eil, Hil, Pil reflect nodal
values of ~Ei, ~Hi and ~Pi, respectively. We now derive the DG spatial discretization
by establishing local variational formulations on each element of the space grid. For
each τi, µi, εi∞, εis, τ˜i and σi, denote respectively the local magnetic permeability of
the medium, the local infinite frequency relative permittivity, the local static relative
permittivity, the local Debye relaxation time constant and the conduction coefficient,
which are assumed constant inside the element τi. We still use the notation ∆i =
εis − εi∞. Dot-multiplying (2.7) by any given vector Φ belonging to Span(Φij , 1 ≤
j ≤ 3di), integrating over each element τi, integrating by part and finally replacing
the exact fields
(
~E, ~H, ~P
)
by the approximate fields
(
~Eh, ~Hh, ~Ph
)
, yields

∫
τi
µiΦ·∂t ~Hh d~x +
∫
τi
curlΦ· ~Eh d~x−
∫
∂τi
Φ·( ~Eh × ~n) ds = 0,∫
τi
εi∞Φ·∂t ~Eh d~x −
∫
τi
curlΦ· ~Hh d~x+
∫
∂τi
Φ·( ~Hh × ~n) ds
+
∫
τi
σiΦ· ~Eh d~x−
∫
τi
∆εi
τ˜i
Φ· ~Eh d~x+
∫
τi
Φ
τ˜i
·~Ph d~x = 0,∫
τi
Φ·∂t ~Ph d~x −
∫
τi
∆εi
τ˜i
Φ· ~Eh d~x+
∫
τi
Φ
τ˜i
·~Ph d~x = 0.
(3.2)
One of the main features of the DG approach is that the approximate fields are allowed
to be discontinuous across element boundaries. Then, for such discontinuous fields,
we must define an approximate trace (i.e. a numerical trace) to evaluate the integrals
over ∂τi. In this study, we choose to use a centered approximation
∀i, ∀k ∈ νi, ~Eh aik =
~Ei aik +
~Ek aik
2
and ~Hh aik =
~Hi aik +
~Hk aik
2
. (3.3)
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Now using ( ~Eh τi ,
~Hh τi ,
~Ph τi) = (
~Ei, ~Hi, ~Pi) for volume integrals, evaluating the
surface integrals in (3.2) with the centered numerical flux (3.3) and re-integrating by
parts, yields
∫
τi
µiΦ·∂t ~Hi d~x = −1
2
∫
τi
(
curlΦ· ~Ei + curl ~Ei·Φ
)
d~x +
1
2
∑
k∈νi
∫
aik
Φ·
(
~Ek × ~nik
)
ds,∫
τi
εi∞Φ·∂t ~Ei d~x = 1
2
∫
τi
(
curlΦ· ~Hi + curl ~Hi·Φ
)
d~x −
1
2
∑
k∈νi
∫
aik
Φ·
(
~Hk × ~nik
)
ds−
∫
τi
σiΦ· ~Ei d~x −∫
τi
∆εi
τ˜i
Φ· ~Ei d~x+
∫
τi
Φ
τ˜i
·~Pi d~x,∫
τi
Φ·∂t ~Pi d~x =
∫
τi
∆εi
τ˜i
Φ· ~Ei d~x−
∫
τi
Φ
τ˜i
·~Pi d~x.
(3.4)
Then for each face on the boundary of Ωh, aik, the trace of a fictitious neighboring
element is needed for the computation of the numerical flux, we impose ~Ek aik =
− ~Ei aik and ~Hk aik = ~Hi aik . The system of equations (3.4) can be written in terms of
scalar unknowns. According to the decomposition (3.1) of the local electric, magnetic
fields and electric polarization ( ~Ei, ~Hi, ~Pi), denoting the column vectors (Eil)1≤l≤3di ,
(Hil)1≤l≤3di and (Pil)1≤l≤3di by Ei, Hi and Pi, respectively, and replacing Φ by the
basis vectors (Φij)1≤j≤3di , we obtain the equivalent system
Mµi ∂tHi = −KiEi +
∑
k∈νi
SikEk,
Mε∞i ∂tEi = KiHi −
∑
k∈νi
SikHk −DiEi
− M∆ε/τ˜i Ei +M1/τ˜i Pi,
M1i ∂tPi = M
∆ε/τ˜
i Ei −M1/τ˜i Pi
(3.5)
with the following matrices : M ςi (ς stands for µ, ε, ∆ε/τ˜ or 1/τ˜) are the symmetric,
positive definite mass matrices
(M ςi )jl =
∫
τi
ΦTij ςi Φil d~x (1 ≤ j, l ≤ 3di),
Ki is the symmetric stiffness matrix
(Ki)jl =
1
2
∫
τi
(
ΦTij curlΦil + Φ
T
il curlΦij
)
d~x (1 ≤ j, l ≤ 3di),
Sik are the rectangular interface matrices
(Sik)jl =
1
2
∫
aik
ΦTij (Φkl × ~nik) ds (1 ≤ j ≤ 3di, 1 ≤ l ≤ 3dk).
Di is the symmetric, positive semi-definite conduction matrix
(Di)jl =
∫
τi
ΦTij σi Φil d~x (1 ≤ j, l ≤ 3di).
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Taking into account the trace of fictitious neighboring elements and using the previous
decomposition νi = ν
i
i ∪ νmi , we can rewrite the local system of ODEs (3.5) as

Mµi ∂tHi = −KiEi +
∑
k∈νii
SikEk −
∑
k∈νmi
SmikEi,
Mε∞i ∂tEi = KiHi −
∑
k∈νii
SikHk +
∑
k∈νmi
SmikHi −DiEi −M∆ε/τ˜i Ei +M1/τ˜i Pi,
M1i ∂tPi = M
∆ε/τ˜
i Ei −M1/τ˜i Pi,
(3.6)
with (Smik)jl =
1
2
∫
aik
ΦTij (Φil × ~nik) ds (1 ≤ j, l ≤ 3di). These set of local semi-
discrete systems (3.6) for each finite element τi can be transformed into a global
system. Gathering all electric, magnetic and electric polarization unknowns in column
vectors of size d =
Nh∑
i=1
di, denoted E, H and P , respectively, we write

Mµ∂tH = −KE +AE −BE,
Mε∞∂tE = KH −AH +BH −DE −M∆ε/τ˜E +M1/τ˜P,
M1∂tP = M
∆ε/τ˜E −M1/τ˜P,
where M ς and K are 3d×3d block diagonal mass and stiffness matrices with diagonal
blocks equal to M ςi and Ki, respectively. Then the matrices M
ς are symmetric,
positive definite and K is symmetric. A is a 3d × 3d block sparse matrix, whose
nonzero blocks are equal to Sik when aik is an internal interface. From (3.1) and the
equality ~nki = −~nik we can check that Ski = STik and then A is symmetric
(Ski)lj =
1
2
∫
aik
−ΦTkl (Φij × ~nik) ds =
1
2
∫
aik
ΦTij (Φkl × ~nik) ds = (Sik)jl .
B is a 3d×3d block diagonal matrix, whose nonzero blocks equal to Smik . In the present
case (Smik)jl = − (Smik)lj , then Smik = −(Smik)T and B is skew-symmetric. To simplify
the notations and for the rest of this section we assume the different coefficients are
constant and introduce the notation S = K −A−B, allowing now to drop the ∼ on
τ we then obtain the following system

µM
∂H
∂t
= −STE,
ε∞M
∂E
∂t
= SH − (εs − ε∞)
τ
ME − σME + 1
τ
MP,
M
∂P
∂t
=
(εs − ε∞)
τ
ME − 1
τ
MP.
(3.7)
Now we use the Cholesky factorization of the mass matrix M = LML
T
M , where LM is
a triangular matrix, and we introduce the change of variables E˜ = LTME, H˜ = L
T
MH
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and P˜ = LTMP in (3.7), hence
µ
∂H˜
∂t
= −S˜T E˜,
ε∞
∂E˜
∂t
= S˜H˜ − (εs − ε∞)
τ
E˜ − σE˜ + 1
τ
P˜ ,
∂P˜
∂t
=
(εs − ε∞)
τ
E˜ − 1
τ
P˜ ,
(3.8)
where S˜ = L−1M S (L
−1
M )
T . For convenience of presentation we again omit from now
on the notation tilde in (3.8) and we focus now on the stability of this semi-discrete
scheme. In the rest of the paper we denote 〈 · , · 〉 the discrete L2 inner product
on Rd and ‖·‖2 the corresponding norm. Let (Hh, Eh, Ph) be the solution of the
semi-discrete system (3.8), defining the semi-discrete energy by
Eh = 1
2
(
µ‖Hh‖22 + ε∞‖Eh‖22 +
1
(εs − ε∞)‖Ph‖
2
2
)
,
as in [27], we can prove that Eh is a decreasing function in time so that Eh (t) ≤ Eh (0),
showing stability in the discrete L2 sense on a fixed mesh.
3.2. Time integration methods. Adapting the locally implicit time integra-
tion method from [43] with an additional ADE we introduce the implicit-explicit time
integration scheme for the semi-discrete system (3.8)
µ
Hn+1/2 −Hn
∆t/2
= −STEn,
ε∞
En+1 − En
∆t
= S0H
n+1/2 +
1
2
S1
(
Hn+1 +Hn
)
− (εs − ε∞)
2τ
(
En+1 + En
)
− 1
2
σ
(
En+1 + En
)
+
1
2τ
(
Pn+1 + Pn
)
,
Pn+1 − Pn
∆t
=
(εs − ε∞)
2τ
(
En+1 + En
)− 1
2τ
(
Pn+1 + Pn
)
,
µ
Hn+1 −Hn+1/2
∆t/2
= −STEn+1,
(3.9)
where S = S0 + S1 is a matrix splitting. The method is implicit in S1 and explicit
in S0. For S0 = 0 we recover the second order leap-frog scheme and for S1 = 0 the
second order Crank-Nicolson scheme both written in a three-stage form. We adopt the
splitting defined in [43], i.e. S1 = SSH , where SH is a diagonal matrix of dimension
the length of H defined by
(SH)jj =
{
0, component Hj of H to be treated explicitly,
1, component Hj of H to be treated implicitly.
From the third and the fourth equations of (3.9) we express the electric polarization
Pn+1 and the magnetic field Hn+1 as
Pn+1 =
(
2τ −∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
Pn +
(
∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
(εs − ε∞)
(
En+1 + En
)
,
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and
Hn+1 = Hn+1/2 − 1
µ
∆t
2
STEn+1.
Now we substitute these expressions into the second stage of (3.9)
ε∞
En+1 − En
∆t
= S0H
n+1/2 +
1
2
S1(H
n +Hn+1)
− 1
2τ
(εs − ε∞)En − 1
2
σEn +
1
2τ
(
∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
(εs − ε∞)En
− 1
2τ
(εs − ε∞)En+1 − 1
2
σEn+1
+
1
2τ
(
∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
(εs − ε∞)En+1
− 1
µ
∆t
4
S1S
TEn+1 +
1
2τ
Pn +
1
2τ
(
2τ −∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
Pn.
(3.10)
Note that S1S
T = S1S
T
1 , the second stage (3.10) is then equivalent to the following
linear system
MEn+1 = bn, (3.11)
where
M =
[
1− 1
ε∞
∆t
2τ
(
∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
(εs − ε∞) + 1
ε∞
∆t
2τ
(εs − ε∞) + 1
ε∞
∆t
2
σ
]
I
+
1
ε∞µ
∆t2
4
S1S
T
1 ,
(3.12)
and
bn =
[
1 +
1
ε∞
∆t
2τ
(
∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
(εs − ε∞)− 1
ε∞
∆t
2τ
(εs − ε∞)− 1
ε∞
∆t
2
σ
]
En
+
1
ε∞
∆tS0H
n+1/2 +
1
ε∞
∆t
2
S1
(
Hn+1/2 +Hn
)
+
1
ε∞
∆t
2τ
[
1 +
(
2τ −∆t
2τ + ∆t
)]
Pn.
(3.13)
Hence we can write the locally implicit scheme (3.9) as
Hn+1/2 = Hn − 1
µ
∆t
2
STEn,
MEn+1 = bn,
Pn+1 =
(
2τ −∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
Pn +
(
∆t
2τ + ∆t
)
(εs − ε∞)
(
En+1 + En
)
,
Hn+1 = Hn+1/2 − 1
µ
∆t
2
STEn+1,
(3.14)
where the matrix M and the right hand side bn are defined by (3.12) and (3.13),
respectively.
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3.3. Stability of the fully discrete scheme on a fixed mesh. In this section
we are interested in the stability of the fully discrete locally implicit scheme (3.9). The
derivations in the remainder of this section follow an energy approach which provides a
rigorous criterion for stability. We first exhibit a discrete energy, which is a quadratic
form of the numerical unknowns, we then show that this energy is a positive definite
quadratic form and finally we prove that this energy is decreasing, which achieves the
stability analysis. We define the discrete electromagnetic energy, denoted En, as
En = 1
2
(
µ‖Hn‖22 + ε∞‖En‖22 +
1
(εs − ε∞)‖P
n‖22 −
∆t2
4µ
〈
S0S
TEn, En
〉)
, (3.15)
We first state a condition on the time step ∆t such that En is a positive definite
quadratic form.
Lemma 3.1. The quadratic form En given by (3.15) is a positive definite quadratic
form of the numerical unknowns Hn, En and Pn if
∆t <
2
√
ε∞µ√
ρ
(
S0ST0
) , (3.16)
where ρ(S0S
T
0 ) denotes the spectral radius of S0S
T
0 .
Proof. By definition of S0 = S(I − SH) the matrix S0ST is symmetric, since
S0S
T = S(I − SH)ST = S(I − SH)(I − SH)ST = S0ST0 . Then, from (3.15) we write
the electromagnetic energy as
En = 1
2
(
µ‖Hn‖22 + ε∞‖En‖22 +
1
(εs − ε∞)‖P
n‖22 −
∆t2
4µ
〈
S0S
T
0 E
n, En
〉)
,
=
1
2
(
µ‖Hn‖22 + ε∞‖En‖22 +
1
(εs − ε∞)‖P
n‖22 −
∆t2
4µ
‖S0En‖22
)
.
Furthermore, we have
‖ST0 En‖2 ≤ ‖ST0 ‖2‖En‖2 =
√
ρ
(
S0ST0
)‖En‖2,
hence
En ≥ 1
2
(
µ‖Hn‖22 +
(
ε∞ − ∆t
2
4µ
ρ
(
S0S
T
0
)) ‖En‖22 + 1(εs − ε∞)‖Pn‖22
)
,
from which it follows that under the condition (3.16), the discrete energy En is a
positive definite quadratic form of the numerical unknowns Hn, En and Pn.
We now prove the following result.
Lemma 3.2. The discrete energy (3.15) is decreasing so that En ≤ E0.
Proof. From the first and fourth equation of (3.9) we have
Hn+1/2 = Hn − ∆t
2µ
STEn,
Hn+1/2 = Hn+1 +
∆t
2µ
STEn+1.
(3.17)
By substituting half of each expression of (3.17) for Hn+1/2 into the second stage
of (3.9) and the first expression of (3.17) into the fourth stage of (3.9), together with
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the final expression of Pn+1 we obtain
ε∞
(
En+1 − En) = ∆t
2
S
(
Hn+1 +Hn
)
+
∆t
2τ
(
Pn+1 + Pn
)
− (εs − ε∞) ∆t
2τ
(
En+1 + En
)− ∆t
2
σ
(
En+1 + En
)
+
∆t2
4µ
S0S
T
(
En+1 − En) ,
1
(εs − ε∞)
(
Pn+1 − Pn) = ∆t
2τ
(
En+1 + En
)− ∆t
2τ (εs − ε∞)
(
Pn+1 + Pn
)
,
µ
(
Hn+1 −Hn) = −∆t
2
ST
(
En+1 + En
)
.
Taking inner product with En+1 +En, Pn+1 +Pn and Hn+1 +Hn yields, respectively
ε∞
(‖En+1‖22 − ‖En‖22) = ∆t2 〈S (Hn+1 +Hn) , En+1 + En〉
+
∆t
2τ
〈
Pn+1 + Pn, En+1 + En
〉
− (εs − ε∞) ∆t
2τ
‖En+1 + En‖22
− ∆t
2
σ‖En+1 + En‖22
+
∆t2
4µ
〈
S0S
T
(
En+1 − En) , En+1 + En〉 ,
1
(εs − ε∞)
(‖Pn+1‖22 − ‖Pn‖22) = ∆t2τ 〈En+1 + En, Pn+1 + Pn〉
− ∆t
2τ (εs − ε∞)‖P
n+1 + Pn‖22,
µ
(‖Hn+1‖22 − ‖Hn‖22) = −∆t2 〈ST (En+1 + En) , Hn+1 +Hn〉 .
(3.18)
We recall that S0S
T = S0S
T
0 , hence〈
S0S
T
(
En+1 − En) , En+1 + En〉 = 〈S0ST0 (En+1 − En) , En+1 + En〉 ,
=
〈
S0S
T
0 E
n+1, En+1
〉− 〈S0ST0 En, En〉 ,
=
〈
S0S
TEn+1, En+1
〉− 〈S0STEn, En〉 .
Substituting this expression into the first equation of (3.18) and adding the three
equations of (3.18) yields
En+1 − En
∆t
= − 1
4τ (εs − ε∞)‖P
n+1 − Pn‖22 +
1
2τ
〈
Pn+1 + Pn, En+1 + En
〉
− (εs − ε∞)
4τ
‖En+1 − En‖22 −
1
4
σ‖En+1 − En‖22,
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then
En+1 − En
∆t
= − 1
4τ (εs − ε∞)‖
(
Pn+1 + Pn
)− (εs − ε∞) (En+1 + En) ‖22
− 1
4
σ‖En+1 − En‖22,
≤ 0.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
3.4. Convergence. In this section we are interested in the PDE convergence of
the locally implicit method (3.9). As in [43] we wonder whether the method retains its
second-order ODE convergence under stable simultaneous space-time grid refinement
∆t v h, h → 0 towards the exact PDE solution. This is not a priori clear due to
the component splitting which can introduce order reduction through error constants
which grow with h−1, for h → 0, see for example [34]. By applying the method
described in [43] and [34], it is possible to prove that the subdivision into coarse
and fine elements is not detrimental to the second-order ODE convergence of the
method (3.9), under stable simultaneous space-time grid refinement towards the exact
underlying PDE solution. This convergence result is given in the following theorem :
Theorem 3.3. Let Hh(t), Eh(t) and Ph(t) denote the exact solutions of the
Maxwell problem in dispersive media under consideration, restricted to the space grid,
i.e. the exact solutions of the system of ODEs
µ
d
dt
Hh (t) = −STEh (t) + ζHh (t) ,
ε∞
d
dt
Eh (t) = SHh (t)− (εs − ε∞)
τ
Eh (t)
− σEh (t) + 1
τ
Ph (t) + ζ
E
h (t) ,
d
dt
Ph (t) =
(εs − ε∞)
τ
Eh (t)− 1
τ
Ph (t) + ζ
P
h (t) ,
(3.19)
where ζHh , ζ
E
h and ζ
P
h denote the spatial truncation errors. Assume a Lax-Richtmyer
stable space-time grid refinement ∆t ∼ h, h → 0. On the interval [0, T ] the approx-
imations Hn, En and Pn of method (3.9) then converge with order two to Hh(t),
Eh(t) and Ph(t).
Remark 3.1. The proof of this theorem can be found in [35] and more recently
in [8]. Futhermore, following the previous results and the techniques developed in
the recent prepint [17] in which an error analysis of the fully discrete locally implicit
DGDT scheme is presented in the case of non-dispersive media, it is also possible to
obtain an error analysis in our dispersive case.
4. Numerical results. The simulations discussed in this section have been per-
formed on a workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz processor and 16 GB
of RAM memory. The linear system associated to the locally implicit method (3.9)
(see (3.11)) is solved using the MUMPS (MUltifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct
Solver) optimized sparse direct solver [1]. We consider the three-dimensional (nor-
malized) Maxwell’s equations in Debye dispersive media (2.7) where we add a given
source current density. We denote by Ωh the computational domain and Ω
exp
h the set
of tetrahedra that belong to the region where the explicit method is used into the
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implicit-explicit splitting. The critical step size, denoted ∆tc, used in the numerical
tests is then given by
∆tc = CFL× min
τi∈Ωexph
(
4× Vi
Ai
)
, (4.1)
where Vi and Ai are the volume and the surface area of tetrahedron τi, respectively.
The values of the CFL number corresponds to the numerical stability, i.e. the limit
beyond which we observe a growth of the discrete energy.
4.1. An artificial validation test. We establish an artificial three-dimensional
problem to validate the locally implicit DGTD method proposed here for solving the
time domain Maxwell’s equations in dispersive media with the Debye model. For
that purpose, the computational domain is the cube [0, 1]3 and we first substitute the
solution of the propagation of a standing wave in a cubic PEC cavity given by, for a
real ω
~H =
pi
ω
sin (ωt)
− sin (pix) cos (piy) cos (piz)2 cos (pix) sin (piy) cos (piz)
− cos (pix) cos (piy) sin (piz)
 ,
and
~E = cos (ωt)
− cos (pix) sin (piy) sin (piz)0
sin (pix) sin (piy) cos (piz)
 ,
into the third equation of (2.7) to obtain the analytic expression of the electric polar-
ization and find
~P = − (εs − ε∞) τ
1 + ω2τ2
[
1
τ
cos (ωt) + ω sin (ωt)
]cos (pix) sin (piy) sin (piz)0
sin (pix) sin (piy) cos (piz)
 . (4.2)
Then we substitute the electric field and the polarization into the second equation
of (2.7) to obtain the following current density to impose to have an exact solution
Js,x (~x, t) = cos (pix) sin (piy) sin (piz)×[
εs − ε∞
1 + ω2τ2
(
1
τ
cos (ωt) + ω sin (ωt)
)
−
(
εs − ε∞
τ
+ σ
)
cos (ωt)
]
,
Js,y (~x, t) = 0,
Js,z (~x, t) =
εs − ε∞
τ
sin (pix) sin (piy) sin (piz) cos (ωt)×[
εs − ε∞
1 + ω2τ2
(
1
τ
cos (ωt) + ω sin (ωt)
)
−
(
εs − ε∞
τ
+ σ
)
cos (ωt)
]
,
(4.3)
the angular frequency is given by ω = 2pif (rad·s−1) with f = 260 MHz and wave-
length λ = 1.15 m. We impose a metallic boundary condition ~n × ~E = 0 on ∂Ω. In
our simulations we choose µ = ε∞ = 1, εs = 5, σ = 0 and τ = 9.4 picoseconds (ps).
The total simulation time is set to T = 1.67× 10−8 s which corresponds to T = 5 m
(normalized unit).
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We investigate the space-time convergence order (i.e. for a stable simultaneous
space-time grid refinement ∆t v h, h→ 0) of the fully explicit method and the locally
implicit methods. We measure the maximal L2-norm of the error for a sequence of
four successively locally refined tetrahedral meshes, see Figure 4.1 for examples of
meshes with the identification of the region for implicit treatment.
Fig. 4.1. Propagation of a standing wave in a cubic PEC cavity: cross sections of 3D meshes of
two locally refined meshes used for the numerical convergence study (implicit treatment: red regions),
on left: 2, 968 tetraedra, 536 in the implicit region, so approximately 18% of the elements of the
mesh and 635 vertices; on right: 40, 616 tetraedra, 536 in the implicit region, so approximately 1, 3%
of the elements of mesh, 7, 759 vertices.
We plot this error as a function of 1/h, in logarithmic scale, the use of the loga-
rithmic scale allows to visualize the convergence rates as the slopes of the curves. We
use the DGTD-Pk method, with k = 1 or 2. The obtained results, for both methods,
are summarized in Figure 4.2 (left). The results are similar for both time integra-
tion methods, which confirm that the subdivision into coarse and fine elements is not
detrimental for the convergence order of the locally implicit method. The order of
convergence is slightly stronger than the theoretical behavior for k = 1 (about 1.6
instead of 1.0), while for k = 2 we obtain the expected order, i.e. the order two.
Indeed our DG approach is based on a centered numerical flux for the approximation
of the boundary integral term at the interface between neighboring elements, then the
convergence rate is O(hk) for a k-th interpolation order [12]. The convergence result
is slightly weaker than available results for upwind fluxes with O(hk+1) convergence
rate [2, 36]. Consequently a suboptimal convergence rate is obtained in the L2-norm;
nevertheless, this setting yields a non-dissipative numerical scheme which preserves
a discrete form of the electromagnetic energy in the case on non-dispersive and non-
conducting media, assuming metallic boundary conditions only link in [10] and [12].
We also plot in Figure 4.2 (right) the error as a function of the CPU time. For a
given error we can observe the gain in CPU time with the locally implicit approach
compared to the fully explicit method. Now we focus on the linear systems to be
solved and the efficiency of the locally implicit method. We consider the locally re-
fined tetrahedral mesh composed of 40, 616 tetrahedra and 7, 756 vertices (Figure 4.1,
on right). First, we are interested in the sparsity of the matrix to be inverted and
the cost of the factorization step. In Table 4.1 for each matrix of the linear system to
solve, we indicate the number of nonzero elements and the fill-in ratio percentage. We
also indicate the total size (memory requirement) of all internal data used during nu-
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Fig. 4.2. Numerical convergence and maximum error (L2-norm) in function of final CPU time
for the locally implicit and fully explicit DGTD-Pk methods (left - right, respectively).
merical factorization and the total CPU time for analysis and factorization. Note that
for the fully implicit scheme based on DGTD-P1,2 methods the number of nonzero is
75, 081, 406 and 408, 726, 916 respectively, and will require too much memory to be a
reasonable alternative to the fully explicit method. Finally we present some numerical
results for the locally implicit method and the fully explicit method. In Table 4.2 we
observe that the locally implicit method allows to overcome the step size limitations
caused by the local refinement. With implicit-explicit approaches the sizes of the time
step are about 34 times larger which yields significant gains of final CPU time, about
8 times lower than the fully explicit case. Regarding the time evolution of the error,
Figure 4.3, we observe that the IMEX scheme and the fully explicit scheme based on
DGTD-P1,2 methods give similar results.
Pk Matrix # nonzero Fill-in ratio RAM size CPU time
order (nz) (percentage) (MB) (s)
P1 487,392 1,247,266 0.000525 210 8
P2 1,218,480 5,437,770 0.000366 937 72
Table 4.1
Data and factorization of the matrix of the linear system to be solved for the locally implicit
methods, with DGTD-Pk methods (k = 1, 2).
Fully exp. method Loc. imp. method
Pk ∆t (m) CPU time (s) ∆t (m) CPU time (s)
CPU(LF2)
CPU(IMEX)
P1 1.1247e-4 7285 2.6040e-3 922 7.9
P2 7.8267e-5 31568 4.1502e-3 3786 8.3
Table 4.2
Critical time step size and CPU time for the fully explicit method and the locally implicit
method, with DGTD-Pk method (k = 1, 2).
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Fig. 4.3. Time evolution of the error (L2-norm) for the locally implicit and fully explicit
DGTD-Pk methods.
4.2. Exposure of head tissues to a localized source radiation. We now
consider a more realistic test problem in the field of bioelectromagnetics. This problem
is of particular importance to the assessment of potential adverse effects resulting
from human exposure to electromagnetic fields radiated from wireless systems. More
precisely, the goal is to simulate the propagation of an electromagnetic wave in the
head tissues when the wave is emitted from a mobile phone antenna. Here, we do not
take into account in the numerical modeling a detailed phone structure and simply
consider a dipolar source localized near an ear, and concentrate on demonstrating
the usefulness of the proposed locally implicit DGTD method (3.9). The geometrical
model of the head is heterogeneous and consists of four tissues namely, the skin, the
skull, the Cerebro Spinal Fluid (CFS) and the brain. The computational domain is
artificially bounded by a sphere on which a Silver-Mu¨ller condition is imposed and
we use an unstructured tetrahedral mesh consisting of 61, 358 vertices and 366, 208
tetrahedra. The surface meshes of the different tissues are shown on Figure 4.4 and
the unstructured mesh on Figure 4.5. The Debye model parameters that we have
used for the tissues are given in Table 4.3. The numbers have been obtained by
applying an appropriate fitting procedure from a set of values for the permittivity
of tissues at given frequencies, that have been obtained with a base available at:
http://niremf.ifac.cnr.it/tissprop/.
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Tissue Skin Skull CSF Brain
ε∞ 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
εs − ε∞ 38.0 10.5 66.0 43.0
τ (ps) 10.0 20.0 10.0 10.0
σ (S·m−1) 0.7 0.1 2.0 0.7
Table 4.3
Debye model parameters for the different tissues.
Fig. 4.4. Surface meshes of the skin, the skull and the CSF.
Fig. 4.5. Cross sections of the 3D mesh (61, 358 vertices, 366, 208 tetrahedra, implicit treatment:
5092 tetrahedra, dark red region).
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In the present case, there is no incident field and the source term is given by
Js,z (~x, t) = f0 e
−(t−4tp)2/tp sin (2pifc (t− tp)) g (~x)‖g (~x) ‖ , (4.4)
where f0 is the amplitude of the signal, tp = 400 ps and fc = 1.8 GHz, and g is
a three-dimensional gaussian function with (x0, y0, z0) = (−0.100, 0.025,−0.015) the
center of the gaussian spatial support
g(~x) = e−α((x−x0)
2+(y−y0)2+(z−z0)2). (4.5)
The total physical simulation time is set to T = 10 × Tc where Tc = 1/fc, and a
discrete Fourier transform of the electromagnetic field at the frequency fc is computed
on the fly. For the simulations we only consider a DGTD-P1 method with the implicit
region consisting of 5092 tetrahedra, which represents 1.4% of the total number of
elements. The parameter α in (4.5) has been chosen such that the source term Js,z
is strongly localized, which justifies the local refinement around the center of the
gaussian, the support of the gaussian g is then strictly included in the implicit region.
The localization and the distribution of the elements for the implicit treatment are
given in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.4, respectively. Finally, Table 4.5 gives the number of
nonzero elements, the fill-in ratio percentage for the matrix of the linear system to be
solved, the total size (memory requirement) of all internal data used during numerical
factorization and the total CPU time for analysis and factorization.
Vacuum Skin Skull CSF Brain Total
4209 102 21 720 40 5092
Table 4.4
Exposure of head tissues to a localized source radiation: distribution of elements in the implicit
region.
Pk Matrix order # nonzero Fill-in ratio RAM size CPU time
(nz) (percentage) (MB) (s)
P1 4394496 15048090 0.000078 1298 95
Table 4.5
Exposure of head tissues to a localized source radiation: data and factorization of the matrix of
the linear system to be solved for the locally implicit DGTD-P1 method.
A first simulation is performed with the locally implicit DGTD-P1 method (3.9)
and a second simulation is realized using the original locally implicit DGTD-P1
method for non-dispersive media with the same localized source term and adopt-
ing the appropriate values of the electric permittivity and the electric conductivity
for each tissue at the central frequency fc. Time evolution of the electric component
Ez at two selected points is shown on Figure 4.6 for the dispersive and the non-
dispersive calculations. As expected, the curves obtained for the first point, localized
at the center of the gaussian in vacuum are similar. For the second point, localized
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Fig. 4.6. Exposure of head tissues to a localized source radiation: time evolution of the Ez
component of the electric field at selected spatial locations (center of the gaussian and in the head).
in the head, we can observe the dispersion and a slight attenuation of the signal for
the dispersive calculation compared to the non-dispersive calculation.
A third simulation is performed with the fully explicit DGTD-P1 method. We
recall that the critical time step size for the stability of the locally implicit method is
then about 15.5 times larger than the critical time step size for the stability of the fully
explicit method. We recall that the SAR is a measure of the rate at which electric
energy is absorbed by the tissues when exposed to a radio-frequency electromagnetic
field. It represents the power absorbed per mass of tissue and has units of watts per
kilogram (W·kg−1). The SAR is then defined as σ| ~Efour|2/ρ, where ~Efour denotes the
electric field in the frequency-domain, resulting from the discrete Fourier transform
of the temporal field, and ρ is the density which depends on the tissues. We do
not observe noticeable differences in the different tissues for the SAR patterns, the
obtained results for the locally implicit method (3.9) and the original locally implicit
method are globally similar.
On Figures 4.7 we show the contour lines of the local SAR normalized by the
maximal local SAR, in logarithmic scale, for the calculations with the locally implicit
DGTD-P1 method (3.9). For convenience of presentation we do not show the results
obtained with the fully explicit method because they are indistinguishable from that
shown in Figure 4.7. Finally, the total simulation times are equal to 6 h 38 min for
the locally implicit DGTD-P1 method and 24 h 56 min for the fully explicit DGTD-
P1 method. Hence, the locally implicit DGTD-P1 method allows a reduction of the
computing time by a factor of 3.8.
5. Conclusion and future works. We have presented a locally implicit DGTD
method for simulating the propagation of electromagnetic waves in Debye-type disper-
sive media in view of biomedical applications. The latter most often involve irregularly
shaped structures corresponding to biological tissues. Modeling realistically the in-
terfaces between tissues is particularly important if one is interested in evaluating
accurately the impact of field discontinuities on the local SAR distribution. DGTD
methods formulated on unstructured tetrahedral meshes are appealing in this con-
text but can be very expensive in terms of computing time when based on a fully
explicit time integration scheme. The locally implicit solution strategy considered in
this study allows to overcome the restrictive stability condition of global time step
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Fig. 4.7. Exposure of head tissues to a localized source radiation: contour lines of the local
SAR normalized by the maximal local SAR (logarithmic scale).
explicit schemes at the expense of the inversion of large sparse linear system at each
time step. Despite this computational overhead, numerical and performance results
obtained here for three-dimensional problems clearly illustrate the benefits of the
proposed locally implicit DGTD method. Future works will be concerned with the
algorithmic adaptation of the method to parallel computing architectures and the
study of high order in time approximations; indeed, composition methods allow to
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reach higher order as seen in [7] for a non-dispersive case. Noteworthy, the method can
be easily extended to other dispersion models such as the Drude and Drude-Lorentz
models for the interaction of electromagnetic waves with metals at optical frequencies.
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